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Storytelling Experience
All served with joy and laughter.a side of

$500 Hours)(2 - 84 Hours) | $1,000 (4+ -

ExperienceMovement

Pizza Party + Drinks

Diverse Books Bazaar

Our Storytelling Experience
to boost

an immersive storytelling journey.

power
of multi-sensory learning

harnesses the
engagement

through

Our ExperienceMovement attendees on a
journey

will take
through the why it

adds vitality to
our

ways
bodies can

even martial arts.

history of movement,
different

dance and
our bodies, and the
move from sports, to

10 People = 4 Pizzas

15 People = 6 Pizzas

20 People = 8 Pizzas

30 People = 12 Pizzas

50 People = 19 Pizzas

- $200

- $250

- $300

- $400

- $1,675

Our Diverse Books pre-paid book fair
that gives to the diverse
books within our catalog!

Bazaar is
your attendees access

Hours)$1,000 (4 Hours)| $2,000 (4+ - 8
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$200Book Bundle

Book Bundle $300

Book Bundle $500

100 Book Bundle - $1,000

experienceAll add-ons pre-paid in advance.must be

capacity for session.
A

and time.

per
upon booking.

hours breakdown
NON-REFUNDABLE

*Maximum
50%

Invoiced will

experiences is 25 people
deposit is required

include setup

EXPERIENCES

EXPERIENCE ADD-ONS



Continued

Snack Packs

KitsArt, Science or Music

Expertly assembled brain kits with items such
as brain teasers, puzzles, games and toys.

20 -

30 -

50 -

100 -

Snack Packs $250

Snack Packs $350

Snack Packs $550

Snack Packs $1,100

KitsBrain

20 -

30 -

50 -

100 -

$1,000Kits

Kits

Kits

Kits

$1,500

$2,500

$5,000

20 -

30 -

50 -

100 -

$1,000

Brain Kits $400

$600Brain Kits

Brain Kits

Brain Kits $2,000

that the
A curated selection of heart-healthy snacks and
drinks fuel body.

Lovingly selected art, science, or music kits
outfitted with items such as art tools, science
experiments, or small musical instruments.

EXPERIENCEADD-ONS






